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Abstract
We present practical parallel algorithms using prefix
computations for various problems that arise in pairwise
comparison of biological sequences. We consider both constant and affine gap penalty functions, full-sequence and
subsequence matching, and space-saving algorithms. The
best known sequential algorithms solve these problems in
O(mn) time and O(m + n) space, where m and n are
the lengths of the two sequences. All the algorithms presented in this paper are time optimal with respect
 best
 to the
known sequential algorithms and can use O logn n processors where n is the length of the larger sequence. While
optimal parallel algorithms for many of these problems are
known, we use a simple framework and demonstrate how
these problems can be solved systematically using repeated
parallel prefix operations.
 We also present a space-saving
algorithm that uses O m + np space and runs in optimal
time where p is the number of the processors used.

1 Introduction
Sequence comparison is an important tool for researchers in molecular biology in their efforts to relate
the molecular structure and function to the underlying sequence. Biological sequences can be treated as strings over
a fixed alphabet of characters. In this paper, we consider
the comparison of two biological sequences. This comparison is done by aligning the two sequences, which refers to
stacking one sequence above the other and matching characters from the two sequences that lie in the same position.
To deal with missing characters and extraneous characters,
gaps may be inserted into either sequence. A scoring mechanism is designed for each possible alignment and the goal
is to find the alignment with the best possible score. Two
types of comparisons are of interest: 1) aligning the full sequences and 2) finding subsequences of the sequences that
result in an alignment with maximum possible score.
Let m and n be the lengths of the two sequences to
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be compared. Several researchers have explored sequence
comparison algorithms [12, 15], culminating in our understanding of how to solve a variety of sequence comparison
problems, including subsequence matching, in O(mn) time
and space [4]. Myers and Miller [11] presented a technique to reduce the space requirement to optimal O(m + n),
while retaining a time complexity of O(mn). Huang [7] extended this algorithm to subsequence matching. These algorithms are very important because the lengths of biological
sequences can be large enough to render algorithms that use
quadratic space infeasible.
Edmiston et. al. [2] present parallel algorithms for
sequence and subsequence matching that achieve linear
speedup and can use up to O(min(m; n)) processors. Lander et. al. [9] discuss implementation on a data parallel
computer. These algorithms store the entire dynamic programming table. Huang [6] presented
a space-efficient al
gorithm that uses only O mp+n space per processor; how-





ever, the run-time of this algorithm is O (m+pn) .
A widely studied identical problem is string editing ,
finding the minimum cost sequence of operations required
to turn one string into another by using insertions, deletions and substitutions of individual characters. Highly parallel algorithms for this problem have been developed for
PRAMs and hypercubes [1, 13], using almost quadratic
number of processors. While the number of processors
can be scaled down by proportionately increasing the workload of each processor, the corresponding algorithms are
not space-efficient. From a practical standpoint, spaceefficiency and the ability to use a moderate number of processors optimally are important.
In this paper, we develop a simple framework for solving the various sequence comparison problems using prefix
computations as the basic building block. We show how
to do sequence and subsequence matching using both constant and affine gap penalty functions. Our
pro algorithms

vide linear speedups and can use up to O logn n processors
(m  n). Our space-saving
 algorithm retains time opti
n
mality and uses O m + p space. Throughout this paper,
optimal time for a parallel algorithm means linear speedup
with respect to the best known sequential algorithm.
2

2 Preliminaries

Then, the following alignment of DNA sequences ATGACC
and AGAATC has a total score of 2.

We use the permutation network as our model of parallel
computation. In this model, each processor is allowed to
send and receive at most one message during a communication step. The cost of the communication step is  + l,
where l is the length of the largest message. This corresponds to the assumption that communication corresponding to any permutation can be realized simultaneously. The
permutation network model closely reflects the behavior of
most multistage interconnection networks.
Our algorithms are stated in terms of the following wellknown parallel primitive operations (p denotes the number
of processors). For a detailed description and run-time analysis, the reader is referred to [8].
Broadcast: In a Broadcast operation, one processor has a
message of size l to be sent to all other processors. This
operation takes O(( + l) log p) time.
Reduce: Consider n data items x0 ; x1 ; : : : ; xn,1 and a binary associative operator that operates on these data items
and produces a result of the same type. We want to compute s = x0 x1 x2 : : : xn,1 . This operation takes
O( np + ( + ) log p) time.
Parallel Prefix: Consider n data items x0 ; x1 ; : : : ; xn,1
and a binary associative operator that operates on these
data items and produces a result of the same type. We want
to compute the n partial sums s0 ; s1 ; : : : ; sn,1 , where

si = x0 x1 x2 : : : xi
This problem can be solved in O( np + ( + ) log p) time.

The algorithms presented are applicable to other models
of computation as well, and often equally efficiently. This
is because we use a few simple communication primitives.
For example, the above operations can be done in the same
time on hypercubes. Also, under the assumption that the
distance between communicating processors (in the absence
of network contention) can be ignored due to the large setup costs and the moderate size of the parallel computers, the
same run-time would hold for meshes as well.

3 The Basic Algorithm
Consider the problem of comparing two biological sequences. Let  be the alphabet and ‘,’ denote the gap. A
score function f :  [f` , ’g  [f` , ’g ! IR prescribes
the score for any position in the alignment. The score of the
alignment is the sum of scores over all the positions. The
objective of sequence comparison is to compute the alignment with the maximum possible score.
Suppose we have the simple scoring function defined as:
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Let A = a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; am and B = b1 ; b2 ; : : : ; bn be two
sequences. Without loss of generality, we assume throughout the paper that m  n. The optimal score for aligning
A and B is found by dynamic programming [14]. Construct a table T of size (m + 1)  (n + 1) such that
T [i; j ] (0  i  m; 0  j  n) records the optimal
score for aligning a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; ai and b1 ; b2 ; : : : ; bj . Aligning a string with the empty string is trivial; we can only
insert gaps in the empty string. Therefore, T [0; 0] = 0, and

j
X

f (` , ’; bk )

(1)

f (ak ; ` , ’)

(2)

= T [i , 1; 0] + f (ai ; ` , ’)

(3)

T [0; j ] =
T [i; 0] =

k=1
i
X
k=1

When aligning non-empty strings a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; ai and
b1 ; b2; : : : ; bj , there are three possibilities: 1) ai is aligned
with a gap, 2) bj is aligned with a gap or 3) ai is aligned
with bj . This leads to the following recurrence equation:

8
<
T [i; j ] = max :

T [i , 1; j ] + f (ai ; ` , ’)
T [i; j , 1] + f (` , ’; bj )
T [i , 1; j , 1] + f (ai ; bj )

(4)

Sequentially, the matrix can be filled row by row, column
by column, or diagonal by diagonal (where a diagonal represents all entries (i; j ) of the table such that i + j is a constant). Either way, when computing an entry of the table,
the entries required in computing it are available. The table
is typically filled using a row scan, taking O(mn) time.
Once the table is filled, T [m; n] contains the optimal
score. If we draw a link from T [i; j ] to one of T [i; j , 1],
T [i , 1; j ] or T [i , 1; j , 1] which gives the maximum
value in equation (4), optimal alignment can be expressed
as a path in table T , that starts at T [m; n] and ends at T [0; 0].
Let us call such a path an optimal path. Traversing an optimal path from T [m; n] to T [0; 0] and retrieving an optimal alignment is called the Traceback procedure. This takes
O(m + n) time.
All the parallel algorithms for sequence comparison designed so far fill the dynamic programming table diagonal
by diagonal. This is because the entries required for computing a diagonal are available from the previous two diagonals, facilitating concurrent computation of each diagonal.
On the contrary, the entries in a row of the table depend not

only on the previous row but also on the row being computed. The only drawback of the diagonal based algorithm
is that the size of the diagonals vary and some diagonals are
too short to be concurrently computed, leading to idling of
processors.
  Nevertheless, such an algorithm runs in optimal
O mn
p time and can use min(m; n) processors [2].
We present algorithms to compute the table row by row
(or column by column) using parallel prefix. This leads to a
uniform work distribution to all the processors at all times.
Another advantage is the reduction in the number of table
entries communicated per iteration from n to p. Suppose we
are computing the ith row using the previously computed
(i , 1)th row. We update T [i; j ] using equation (4). T [i ,
1; j ] and T [i , 1; j , 1] are already computed, as they belong
to the previous row. Separating precomputed terms, let



1; j ] + f (ai ; ` , ’)
w[j ] = max TT [[ii ,
, 1; j , 1] + f (ai ; bj )

[j ]
Then; T [i; j ] = max w
T [i; j , 1] + f (` , ’; bj )
Let x[j ] = T [i; j ] ,


j
X
k=1

(5)

(6)

f (` , ’; bk )
P

j f (` , ’; b )
k
= max w[j ] , k=1P
T [i; j , 1] , jk,=11 f (` , ’; bk )

P
[j ] , jk=1 f (` , ’; bk )
= max w
x[j , 1]

Let

y[j ] =

j
X
k=1

f (` , ’; bk )

(7)

z [j ] = w[j ] , y[j ]
(8)
Pj
The n partial sums k=0 f (` , ’; bk ), as j ranges from 1 to
n, can be computed using parallel prefix. As a result of this,
the z [j ]’s are known. Then,

x[j ] = max zx[[jj], 1]
(9)
Since the z [j ]’s are known, x[j ]’s can be computed using
parallel prefix with max as the binary associative operator.
Then, T [i; j ] (1  i  m; 1  j  n) is derived using

T [i; j ] = x[j ] +

j
X
k=1

= x[j ] + y[j ]

f (` , ’; bk )
(10)

Equations (5), (7), (8), (9) and (10) are used to compute a
row of the table using information from the previous row.
Computing equations (7) and (9) requires parallel prefix.

Typically, scoring functions assign the same score for
aligning any character with a gap. Such functions are called
constant gap penalty functions. We restrict our attention to
them in order to simplify the discussion throughout the reminder of this paper. Suppose that f (c; ` , ’) = f (` , ’; c) =
,g for any c 2 . Alternatively, we say that each gap is
charged a penalty of g . For such a scoring function,



x[j ] = max wx[[jj ],+1]gj
T [i; j ] = x[j ] , gj

(11)
(12)

Thus, each row of the table can be computed using equations (5), (11) and (12), using a parallel prefix for computing equation (11) alone.
Let p be the number of processors with id’s ranging from
0 to p , 1, and for simplicity, assume m and n are multiples
of p. Processor i is responsible for computing columns i np +
1 through (i + 1) np of the table T . Distribution of sequence
B is trivial since bj is needed only in computing column j .
Therefore, processor i is given bi np +1 : : : b(i+1) np .
Each ai is needed by all the processors at the same time
when row i is being computed. We distribute sequence A
among all the processors to reduce storage. Processor i
stores ai m
P +1 : : : a(i+1) m
P , and broadcasts it to all processors when row i m
is
about
to be computed. If there is
P
enough space, each processor can store a copy of A and
broadcasting is eliminated.
Computing w[j ] in equation (5) requires T [i , 1; j , 1],
which may not be available locally. Each processor k can
communicate and get such T [i , 1; j , 1] from processor
k , 1. This process can be done fast because each processor
has only one such entry to get from another processor. Another way to solve this problem is to make use of the communication performed for parallel prefix to compute y [j ]
and x[j ]. When parallel prefix is performed for computing y [j ] and x[j ] in row i , 1, each processor k receives
y[j , 1] and x[j , 1] where column j belongs to itself and
column j , 1 belongs to processor k , 1. We can use them
to compute T [i , 1; j , 1], and w[j ] in the next row can be
computed locally.
Initializing the first row of the table is done by parallel
prefix using equation (1). For the computation of row i,
T [i; 0] should be initialized and stored by processor 0 using
equation (3).
Computing each row takes O( np + ( + ) log p) time.
Each of the p broadcasts for broadcasting portions of string
A takes O( mp + ( +  mp ) log p) time. The whole computation takes O( mn
p +  (m + p) log p + m log p) time, which
is optimal for p = O( logn n ). The space required on each
processor is O( mn
p ).
So far we have focused on computing the table, which
only yields the score of an optimal alignment. To retrieve

an optimal alignment, we must perform the traceback procedure. The sequential traceback procedure takes O(m + n)
time and can be accommodated without significantlyaffect
ing the parallel run-time provided that m + n = O mn
p .
This further restricts the number of processors
that
can
be



n
used to O(m). Thus, we can use only O min m; log n
processors. Recall that m  n.
We can increase the number of processors that can
be used by parallelizing the traceback procedure, modifying Hirschberg’s technique [5]: Let rev (A) (resp.,
rev(B )) denote the reverse of the sequence A (resp.,
B ), i.e. rev(A) = am am,1 : : : a3 a2 a1 and rev(B ) =
bnbn,1 : : : b3 b2 b1. Let T R[i; j ] denote the optimal score for
aligning am am,1 : : : ai+1 with bn bn,1 : : : bj +1 . We can
compute T R in a manner similar to T , using parallel prefix. Consider any column j . An optimal alignment passes
through T [k; j ] iff

T [k; j ] + T R[k; j ] = 0max
(T [i; j ] + T R [i; j ])
im
i.e., add column j of the tables T and T R and each largest
entry in the resulting column is on an optimal path. Each
column can be processed in parallel. To compute a unique
optimal alignment, we can select the topmost (alternatively,
bottommost) largest entry in each column.
Computing T R takes the same amount of time and space
as computing T . Each processor has np columns of both the
tables. By adding the corresponding columns from both the
tables, each
can produce its share of the optimal
 processor

path in O mn
time.
This increases the run-time by about
p
a factor of 3 and the space required by a factor of 2.
To reduce the usage of space, note that it is sufficient to compute the intersection of an optimal path with
the rightmost column stored in each processor. We can
then perform a sequential traceback within each processor,
concurrently with and independently of other processors.
Thus, in computing T R , we only store entries in columns
n ; 2n ; 3n ; : : : ; n and throw away the remaining entries. We
p p p
still need to store the most recently computed rowof T R in

order to compute the next row. We need only O m + np
space per processor to compute T R . To find a unique optimal path, we adopt the following strategy: in case of a tie
in moving from one entry to the next during traceback, we
give priority to 1) the entry just above the current entry in
the same column 2) the entry just above the current entry in
the previous column and 3) the entry in the same row as the
current entry but in the previous column,
in that order. The

time for the parallel traceback is O m + np .





Though we can use up to O logn n processors in this
manner, it may be sufficient in practice to be able to use



O min(m; logn n )



processors. If so, we can save time and
space by computing just T and using sequential traceback.

4 Affine Gap Penalty Functions
The gap penalty functions used so far compute the
penalty of a sequence of gaps to be equal to the sum of
the penalties of the individual gaps. The scoring functions
used in practice are often affine gap penalty functions. For
a maximal consecutive sequence of k gaps, an affine gap
penalty function assigns a penalty of h + gk , where h is the
gap sequence starting penalty. Thus, the first gap is charged
h + g, while the rest of the gaps are charged g each.
To find the optimal alignment using affine gap penalty
functions, we consider the sequential algorithm presented
in [14]. It uses three tables T1 , T2 and T3 , each of size
(m + 1)  (n + 1). As before, entry [i; j ] in each table corresponds to the score for optimally aligning a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; ai
with b1 ; b2 ; : : : ; bj , but with the following exception: In filling T1 , we consider alignments where ai is matched with
bj . For T2, we consider alignments where ‘,’ is matched to
bj and for T3 , we consider alignments where ai is matched
to ‘,’. It is easy to see that the tables can be filled with the
following equations (for more explanation, see [14]):

8
< T1 [i , 1; j , 1]
T1 [i; j ] = f (ai ; bj ) + max : T2 [i , 1; j , 1]
T3 [i , 1; j , 1]
8
< T1 [i; j , 1] , (g + h)
T2 [i; j ] = max : T2 [i; j , 1] , g
T3 [i; j , 1] , (g + h)
8
< T1 [i , 1; j ] , (g + h)
T3 [i; j ] = max : T2 [i , 1; j ] , (g + h)
T [i , 1; j ] , g
3

We compute all the three tables together, row by row. The
ith rows of T1 and T3 can be computed directly as they depend only on (i , 1)th rows. After computing them, the ith
row of T2 can be computed using parallel prefix. Separating
precomputed terms, let



1] , (g + h)
w[j ] = max TT1[[i;i; jj ,
, 1] , (g + h)
3

(13)



T2 [i; j ] = max wT [j[i;] j , 1] , g
2
This is same as (6) by treating f (` , ’; bj ) = ,g for
any bj . So, the ith row of T2 can be computed in the same
Then

way using parallel prefix: Use equations (13), (11) and (12),
except that T should be changed to T2 in equation (12).
Initialization and computation of the tables is done in
the same manner as the basic algorithm, except that rows i

of the three tables are filled before filling row i + 1. The
same run-time
holds as well. Thus, we can use

 analysis
n
at most O log n processors to compute the tables in optimal parallel time. If we perform a sequential traceback
procedure
 to be time-optimal, we can use only

 and wish
n
O min m; log n processors.
We can attempt to increase the number of processors that
can be used by computing T1R , T2R , T3R , corresponding to
aligning rev (A) and rev (B ) using the affine gap penalty
function. By properly combining all the tables, we can compute a table where a largest entry in each column lies on an
optimal path. However, picking the topmost largest entry in
each column may not give us an optimal path but only parts
from several optimal paths.
a different method
 However,

n
can be used to utilize O log n processors. This method is
presented in the next section.

5 A Space-Saving Algorithm
All the algorithms presented so far require O( mn
p ) space
per processor, which limits the lengths of the sequences that
can be compared. Here,
 weshow how to reduce the space-
requirement to O m + np while maintaining O mn
p
run-time. Our algorithm develops on the ideas presented by
Edmiston et. al. [2] in the context of performing tracebacks
with limited amounts of memory. Huang
 [6]
 presented an
m
+n
algorithm that uses only optimal O
space, at the
p





expense of increasing the run-time to O (m+pn) . Our
algorithm offers another alternative in the tradeoff between
time and space where we retain time-optimality and attempt
to reduce the space requirement as much as possible.
To put the various algorithms in practical perspective,
DNA sequences can range from a few thousand base pairs
(characters for our purpose) to three billion base pairs (for
the human DNA) long. Suppose we are comparing two sequences of length about 100; 000 and we use 100 processors. Assuming that each table entry is 4 bytes, the naive
algorithm requires about 400 MB of space per processor,
too large to fit in the main memory of most current systems.
Huang’s algorithm requires only about 8 KB! Our algorithm
uses about 0:4 MB. While Huang’s algorithm can work with
very limited amounts of memory, the space-requirement of
our algorithm can be reasonably satisfied even for very large
sequences. We believe that it is a good practical choice
given that it is simple and time-optimal.
Let us define p , 1 special columns Ck (1  k  p , 1)
of a table to be the last columns of the parts of the table
allocated to each processor, except the last processor. i.e.,
Ck = k  np . If we identify the intersection of an optimal path with the special columns, we can split the prob2

Figure 1. Parallel space-saving algorithm
lem into p subproblems and solve them sequentially on each
processor (see Figure 1), using the sequential space-saving
algorithm [11]. The solutions of the subproblems are then
concatenated to get the total alignment. Note that each subth
problem receives exactly p1 of sequence B but an undetermined portion of sequence A. Since the total length of
the sequence A is m, the
run-time of computing
 sequential

mn
each subproblem is O p .
It remains to describe how the intersection of an optimal
path with the special columns can be computed. We only
store information on the special columns of a table. In addition, we store the most recently computed row of a table
in order to compute the next row using parallel prefix. For
constant gap penalty functions, we can compute the forward
and reverse tables and identify the topmost largest entries
along the special columns to split the problem into subproblems. As noted before, such a method does not work for
affine gap penalty functions.
A more general approach, that works for either type of
penalty functions, is as follows: For each entry T [i; j ] of
a table, compute both the ‘value’ of the entry and the row
number of the entry in the closest special column to the left
that lies on an optimal path from T [0; 0] to T [i; j ]. Let us
call such a row number a pointer to the previous special
column. This essentially gives us the ability to jump from
special column to special column and perform a traceback
in the entire table, without considering other columns. Suppose we are computing a row of a table. The values in the
row are computed using parallel prefix as before. The pointers to previous special column can be computed by another
parallel prefix. Recall that an entry T [i; j ] may originate
from T [i , 1; j ], T [i , 1; j , 1], or T [i; j , 1]. If the entry results from an entry in the previous row (T [i , 1; j ]
or T [i , 1; j , 1]), we simply copy the pointer of the entry. If the entry results from T [i; j , 1], we wish to copy
the pointer of T [i; j , 1] but it may not yet be available.
Therefore it is initially set to u (undefined), unless j , 1 is
a special column. If so, the row number i is taken to be the
pointer. We can then fill the undefined entries using parallel
prefix and the following operation:

8
<
xy =:

u; x = u; y = u
y; y =
6 u
x; x =
6 u; y = u

After computing the current row, we discard the previous
row except for entries intersecting with
columns.

 the special
n
This gives us a space bound of O m + p . It is possible
to combine the two parallel prefix operations into a single
parallel prefix operation using a slightly more complex operator. This is useful in practice because it slashes the communications costs in half. The details are omitted in the
interest of brevity.
A sequential traceback procedure along the special
columns can be used to split the problem into p subproblems in O(p) time.
 This does not significantly affect the
2
run-time of O mn
p provided p = O(mn). While this
is a reasonable assumption in practice, time-optimality can
be retained even if this is not true. The idea is to parallelize the traceback procedure itself using parallel prefix.
Each special column contains pointers to the previous special column. It is required to establish pointers from the last
special column to every other special column by following
the chain of pointers leading to it. This can again be done
using a parallel prefix within the time bounds required.
It remains to describe how the data required for the subproblems is moved to the respective processors. Sequence
B is already distributed appropriately. To distribute sequence A, recall that A is presently distributed uniformly
across all the processors. While better methods can be designed, a simple circular shift of the sequence among all
the processors suffices to prove the required time complexity. Perform p circular shift operations on the sequence A
such that the entire sequence passes through each processor.
Each processor retains as much of sequence A as it needs.
Assuming a linear array can be embedded in the processor
topology, this requires only O (p + m) time. If there is
sufficient memory on each processor to store the entire sequence A through out the computation, none of this data
movement is necessary. Notice that this does not violate
our space bound of O m + np . Finally, by defining all
columns to be special columns, we can obtain a non-space
savingalgorithm
 for affine gap penalty functions that can
use O logn n processors.

6 Subsequence Matching
In the subsequence matching problem, we are interested
in an alignment between a subsequence of A and a subsequence of B that results in the highest possible score.
The problem can be solved using an approach similar to sequence matching [14, 15]. For simplicity, assume a constant
gap penalty function. As in the case of sequence matching,
a table T of size (m +1)  (n +1) is created but with the following difference: Entry T [i; j ] is used to store the highest
score of an alignment between a suffix of a1 a2 : : : ai and a

suffix of b1 b2 : : : bj . Alignment of empty suffixes is a valid
alignment, resulting in a score of 0. Thus, if no non-empty
suffixes of a1 a2 : : : ai and b1 b2 : : : bj can be aligned with a
positive score, a 0 should be placed in T [i; j ]. Therefore,
all the scores in the table are non-negative. The table can be
filled with the following equation:

8
>
>
<
T [i; j ] = max >
>
:

T [i , 1; j ] + f (ai ; ` , ’)
T [i; j , 1] + f (` , ’; bj )
T [i , 1; j , 1] + f (ai ; bj )
0

Once the table is filled, the maximum entry in the table gives
the score for the subsequence matching problem. An optimal alignment corresponding to this score is retrieved by
performing a traceback from a maximum entry in the table
until a score of 0 is reached.
It is very easy to extend the parallel prefix based algorithm to the subsequence matching problem. Let

8
< T [i , 1; j ] + f (ai ; ` , ’)
w[j ] = max : T [i , 1; j , 1] + f (ai ; bj )
0

As before, computing the w[j ]’s requires information
only from the previous row. With this modification for computing the w[j ]’s, the rest of the algorithm is the same as
before. Affine gap penalty functions can be taken care of
in a similar manner as well. The equations for computing
T1 , T2 and T3 in Section 4 need to be modified to turn any
non-negative entry into a zero entry.
 Each processor can
scan its portion of the table in O mn
p time to identify the
largest entry in its portion of the table. The largest entry in
the whole table can be computed using a simple reduction
operation. Optimal alignment can be read off from the table starting from the largest entry. As before, if a sequential
traceback procedure is used, the number of processors that
can be used is limited by the length of the optimal alignment. Since the length of the optimal alignment
as

 can be
n
high as m + n in the worst case, only O min m; log n
processors can be used, the logn n limit stems from the need
to perform parallel prefix on n items.
If more processors need to be used, we can easily convert the subsequence matching problem into the sequence
matching problem and use any of the methods described
earlier. Given sequences A and B , we compute the necessary dynamic programming tables to identify the position
of a largest entry. While doing so, it is not necessary to
store the table as we can keep track of a largest entry occurred so far and the position at which it occurred using a
single variable on each processor. Therefore, the only memory required is that needed for storing the previousrow
 and
n
for computing the current row, which is only O p . A

largest entry in the table corresponds to the end of an optimal subsequence matching. Let [i; j ] denote the position
of a largest entry and let max denote the largest entry. We
can run a sequence comparison algorithm on the sequences
ai ai,1 : : : a1 and bj bj,1 : : : b1 until an entry records max.
This entry corresponds to the starting point for an optimal
subsequence
  that ends at [i; j ]. Again, note that we need
only O np memory to compute the table as we are interested only in the entry recording max. Let the entry be
[k; l]. Therefore, the subsequences from the sequences A
and B that result in an alignment with the highest score are
ak ak+1 : : : ai and bl bl+1 : : : bj . We can align them using
any of the sequence matching algorithms described earlier.
The method consists of three phases: Running a subsequence matching algorithm between a1 a2 : : : am and
b1b2 : : : bn , running a sequence matching algorithm between ai ai,1 : : : a1 and bj bj ,1 : : : b1 , and running a sequence matching algorithm between ak ak+1 : : : ai and
bl bl+1 : : : bj . We need to find the alignment only in the third
phase. It remains to discuss how data is distributed for the
second and third phases. To prove time-optimality, it is not
necessary to redistribute the data to balance the computation in the second and third phases across processors. We
can simply partition the table to be computed such that a
processor is responsible for computing the columns of the
table that correspond to the subsequence of the B it is originally assigned to. It is easy to verify that while some processors may idle and some others may have less columns to
compute during the second and third phases, the work

 done
by each processor in any of the phases is only O mn
p .
In practice, one may wish to redistribute the necessary subsequences of the sequences such that all processors have a
uniform work load during the second and third phases.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we use prefix computation to obtain optimum time complexity for solving various problems related
to sequence comparisons; the methods reduce the space
complexity as well. In the proposed algorithms all processors are assigned equal amount of work. Furthermore,
our algorithms communicate fewer number of table entries.
Consequently, they are expected to give better performance
in real applications than the previous optimal time parallel
algorithms. Our methodology, discussed in the context of
the sequence comparison problems, is general and can be
used to parallelize other dynamic-programming problems.
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